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The Castle Mill at Quernmore: the water
a rural landscape

J.W.A. Price
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Since the pioneering work of W G Hoskinsl in the 1950s, there has been a growing interest
amongst a number of disciplines - history, geography, archaeology - in using the concept of 'the
landscape' as a focus for investigation. This concem with landscape has been both with individual
physical remains (or fossil features) like the water mill, as well as the reconstruction of past
landscapes and evolution of the countryside over time. More recently has been added to the
interpretation of landscapes in terms of past social and economic behaviour.

The ubiquitous corn mill was a significant aspect of most medieval and later parishes at a time of a
largely self-sufficient rural economy. Each parish had its own mill (often the Lord's) to which all
grain was taken for grinding. Today such mills often remain as features in the landscape, or their
location is till discernible from names like'Mill house'or'Old Mill'.
The Castle Mill still survives but not within the built up area of a nucleated or village settlement
but as one building in a moorland parish where the sparse population is distributed amongst a
hamlet and a number of farms.

Castle (or Cast) Mill was first described by Owen Ashmore in 19692 (see photo) "a water powered
com mill built by Richard whittington of nearby Conder Mill in 1818 .... (it) stopped working in
1957."3

In 1974 a group of
Industrial Archaeology
enthusiasts drawn
from Lancaster and
Morecambe4 (several

of whom were
members of this
Society) surveyed the
Mill and researched it.
Since that date it has

been possible to
discover something of
the history of the Mill
which has been in the
hands of the Parkinson
family for over 150
years.

The site was included
in the 'Industrial
Archaeology of the
Lune Valley' in 1982s
with a photograph of
the Mill wheel but
with a false Grid
Reference. This was
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to protect the Parkinson family who are working farmers from constant distraction by visitors.

"a three store! building with a drying kiln at the rear and an adjacent mill house. Now a working
farm run by Mr Parkinson it worked until 1951 and the machinery is in situ" [Price]

The Mill is a magnificent sight even today though the wheel and water system have deteriorated
markedly over the last 25 years. It is now time to publish the site drawings6 with a commentary;
these drawings are to be deposited in the City Museum in 2001.

History of the Mill
The Castle Mill was built in 1818 by Richard WhittinghamT 'a com dealer of Lancaster' and who
had formerly run the Nunnery Mills in the Isle of Man.

lt was a new purpose built mill possibly erected to process the increased output of cereals grown
locally as a result of the Enclosure of
Quernmore in 1816/77 or to replace an earlier
mill at Rowton. Whittingham himself obtained
land in 1817 as part of the Enclosure Act
including the site of the Castle Mill. There is
evidence of earlier water works upstream of
Castle Mill which may suggest a previous
experiment with another site. Quite possibly
the mill and its machinery were erected by
contractors from the Isle of Man because there
are no records of any local builder being
involved.

For at least 7 years the mill
production due to a law suit over
between Bradshaw of Halton and
that Whittingham had diverted the

was not in
water rights
Whittingham. Bradshaw owned Conder Milt and complained
River Conder above the new Mill causing his mill to have a

water shortage; judgement was given in his favour.

There is no evidence therefore of a mill in Baines' Directory
of 1824/8 but in 1830 the land tax assessment lists give
Edmund Parkinson at Castle Mill. From that time onward the
Mill and farm have been in the hands of the Parkinson family.

1841 Wm Askew. Miller. Castle Mill
1851 Wm (Askew) Parkinson. Miller. Cast Mill8
(the name suggests that the Askew and Parkinson family had
intermarried between 1841 and 1851)

1881 Wm A Parkinson. Miller. Castle Mille

1912 Joseph Septimus Parkinson. Farmer and Corn Miller at
Castle Mill and Penny Street.lo

(By this date they had a warehouse at Penny Street (next door
to Marks and Spencer Ltd) from whence flour was delivered
by horse and cart).

The Mill continued to work until after the Second World War
though rationing resulted in less and less business. In 1961
Mr Barton Parkinson was interviewed by the Lancashire

Castle Mill from front yard

Rim gear & drive to wheel
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Evening PostlO and told the reporter that the mill had stopped ten years earlier in (1952) when the
teeth of a cog wheel had become wom. A replacement was ready but it was decided the mill
should close because of the cost of repairs and the decline in trade. "Nowadays farmers in the area

have very little arable land to grow corn."

"It was a marvellous mill ... not only did the water wheel drive the mill but it provided all of the

electricity for the house .. and kept 2 men fully employed for much of the year".

With the closure of the Com Mill the Parkinson family reverted to being farmers and the farm is
still run by a nephew of Mr Barton Parkinson today.
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Analysis of the Mill
The corn drying kiln

Castle Mill is situated in the Quemmore Valley to
the NE of the Church and near to the junction of the
main road with the minor road to Littledale. The
actual site is an interesting one because here the
Conder enters the valley by cutting across the end
of the Quemmore Moraine. A weir was built 460m
upstream on the Conder to fill a pond which is held
back by a stone-faced earth dam. This pond is
actually on the edge of the Moraine while the mill
itself is further west at its foot so providing a good
fall of water. A sluice at the SW comer of the pond
controlled the water flow as it went to the wheel via
a wooden launder or trough carried on 5 stone
piers. The underground tailrace from the wheel pit
surfaces at the front of the millhouse and runs south
to join the Conder.

The mill is a well constructed three storey building
of gritstone with a flagged roof. It is divided into 3
parts - the Mill itself; the Drying kiln and the Barn
accessed from the back of the building. Adjacent to
the mill and at right angles to it is the detached Mill
house which has to its rear the wheel supported/
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protected by an unusual stone wall shaped to the outline of the wheel.

The wheel at 34' 4" diameter and 49r/z f.eet wide is a very large one for North Lancashire -

supportive of the view that the design came from the Isle of Man where large wheels were normal
(the Lady Isabella is 72 feet diameter). It is a pitchback wheel where the water comes onto the

wheel just before its top centre. The rim, back plate, 12 arms and tie bars (ioining the arms) are of
metal but the buckets are of wood. It sits on top of a low wall outside which is the large covering
wall. This together with the fact that the wheel pit is too wide for the present wheel suggests that

there may have been an earlier and

more typical smaller breast wheel.
The edge of the wheel has a rim
drive bolted to it which engages
with a smaller but separate toothed
wheel set on a bearing to the rear.

This wheel provides power through
an octagonal drive shaft into the
mill. When working Mr Barton
Parkinson said in L96l that'it (the

wheel) only required 2 or 3 squirts
of oil per hour to function well and
that the whole house vibrated when
it was running.'

The milling machinery is
traditional with a pit wheel (27r/2"

diameter) driven by the shaft from
the rim drive. This drives the
wallower and 8 armed Great Spur
Wheel which then drive 4 sets of
stones on the second floor via stone
nuts from below. Sacks of grain
were lifted to the top floor by a

continuous sack hoist. On the top
floor sacks were either stored
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before grinding or tipped into
hoppers which fed the stones.
At the front of the building is a

loading platform where the
bagged flour was loaded to be
taken away.

The drying kiln is a square
building at the rear of 3 storeys
with a square roof topped by a

ventilator. The ground floor
contains a coke store and a large
heating chamber where the coke
provided a fire. A metal holed
plate hanging from the roof
spread the heat through the
above ceiling/floor made up of
tiles each with many small
holes. At this level the grain
was spread to dry it and tumed
over at regular intervals. The
top floor is a storage area which
may also have been the original
function of the small lean-to
building next door.

Adjacent to the kiln is the large
entrance door, to the Bam. The
upper floor which is now used
as a hay store is unchanged and
accessed by.horse and cart via a

cobbled path around the north
end of the building.

Undemeath, however, the lower level was converted to a

milking parlour in 1965, accessed by a side door while a new
lean-to building was added to the front elevation.

Today the Castle Mill stands as a silent reminder of the days
when this area of North Lancashire provided grain of all types
for grinding. At that time industry was entirely dependent on
natural sources of energy to drive machinery - in this case

water. There are many questions which still need answers.
What was the economic and social effect of the mill, at its
peak, upon the local farming community? Who used it and
why? What was its role in the wider area eg with its
warehouse in Lancaster? It is a splendid and almost unique
survival from com milling in the last century and unquestion-
ingly needs repair and possibly opening as a museum both of
milling and agriculture in this area.
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Left: Detail of Wheel atcle and
hub
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